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Balmoral Circus – Direct Residents Page 
 
 

Background History – what is Balmoral Circus? 

The corner of 19th Avenue and 2nd Street NW is one of the most unorthodox in the city. 

It might not be immediately extraordinary from the street, but from above, the landscape 

resembles four pie slices that join to form a circle. Its shape is not an accident, but a 

byproduct of a push for social order and civic harmony, the leftovers of urban planning's 

City Beautiful movement. 

Balmoral Circus was originally a traffic circle that evolved into the quartered intersection 

that exists today. Reader's vision for Balmoral Circus was heavily inspired by the City 

Beautiful movement, which saw urban grandeur and formality as a means towards 

social order and increased quality of life. By the late 1930s, some 5,000 annuals were 

planted here every year. 

Project overview  

Park expansion at Balmoral Circus will transform the intersection at 2 Street and 19 
Avenue N.W. by changing roadways into park space within the circle and preventing 
vehicle access with temporary materials. 

This will have a traffic impact to those living along 19 Avenue N.W. by creating a cul-de-
sac condition at 2 Street N.W. and the removal of some parking at the intersection. 

Engagement program overview 

Phase 1: A private page was set up as the first step in the engagement. We wanted to 
connect with the directly adjacent residents to get a better sense of current use and 
possible future opportunities for this unique space. We wanted to first work with the 
adjacent residents to find an appropriate balance between creating a quiet space for 
recreation adjacent to homes and creating an attractive and meaningful community 
destination. This portion of engagement is also connected to a lager North Hill 
Neighbourhood Streets project which will further explore additional locations for 
temporary measure throughout this area. As the North Hill project is rolled out adjacent 
residents will be invited to give input on the overall project impacts as well as continue 
to have input via this page with a shift in how changes have changed their views on this 
space.  
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Phase 2: The private page was continued after the temporary changes had gone in to 
collect input on how the newly created park space was being viewed by those residents 
adjacent to or in closest proximity to the space. These phase 2 questions were mirrored 
on the Neighbourhood Streets North Hill Area site. Those results can be viewed as part 
of the WWH posted on that site at engage.calgary.ca/northhillarea                                                                                                                                  

What did we ask? 

Phase 1: 

 Can you tell us how you currently use this space? 

 Please tell us what you like about this space? 

 Please tell us what issues or concerns you may have with this current space? 

 Thinking about the proposed pilot changes indicate what type of options you 
would support in this space. 

o Active Space -design use would support activity and events 
o Passive Space -design use would focus to casual use 
o Community Garden or Flower Beds - maintained by residents in area 
o Other (please specify) 

Phase 2: 

 Since the changes, can you tell us about how you or others use this space? 

 Since the changes, please tell us what you like about this space? 

 Since the changes, please tell us what issues or concerns you may have with 
this current space? 

 Thinking about the current pilot changes indicate what type of options you would 
support in this space. 

o Active Space -design use would support activity and events 
o Passive Space -design use would focus to casual use 
o Community Garden or Flower Beds - maintained by residents in area 
o Other (please specify)                                                                          

These questions were added in Phase 2:                                                                                                      

 Please feel free to add comments to support your choice(s) above. 

 Specific to Balmoral Circus, what is your overall impression of the changes in 
terms of making travel routes safer and more comfortable routes? 

 Specific to Balmoral Circus, what is your overall impression of the changes in 
terms of reducing cut through traffic? 

https://engage.calgary.ca/northhillarea
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What did we hear? 
 

The responses to both phases are presented here as received. Phase 1 was targeted to 

current use along with a question re envisioned use. Phase 2 focused on changes in 

use and perception following the changes to the space. These are being presented 

together to provide transparency in response prior to and following the creation of the 

park space. Please note there is no way to confirm that responses in Phase 1 and 

Phase 2 are the same respondents, other than our targeted marketing and promotion 

remained the same as a private page. 

Please note as the targeted area and number of response are lower responses are in 

full verbatim as received. Comments are as received for the corresponding question 

with no alteration to responses.  

 

Current Use:                                                                                                                                      

Phase 1: 

 I throw the football around with my son 

 We use the benches to sit and relax, just down the street from our house. We 

walk our dog and clean up after him. We watch the birds who spend time in the 

four small parks. 

 The green space is used by our family occasionally to play ball or activities. We 

use the roadway/intersection multiple times daily. 

 We use this space as residents for the past eighty years as a respite from the 

crush of urban density.  

 I don’t use this space  

Change in Use:                                                                                                         

Phase 2: 
 

 I am able to walk more directly through the intersection towards my home.  I feel 
less anxiety about watching for traffic. 

 Yes, we enjoy the extra space for our kids. 

 My children and other neighbourhood children play soccer or hockey in the cul-
de-sac 

 As primarily a pedestrian/cyclist at the circus &living a few blocks east on 19 Ave, 

I have continued to use the space as I did before and b/c I walked through and 

saw the traffic flow changes I altered my driving to avoid that intersection by car.  
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Like about the space:                                                                                                       

Phase 1: 

 It’s nice to have green space in your neighbourhood.  

 It provides breathing space in an otherwise overly dense urban space.  

 It is unique and there is history behind it. It’s a nice added green space that is 

easily accessible. The roadway makes accessibility great.  

 It is quiet, relaxing and a wonderful alternative to large parks and the busy 2nd 

Street and 20th Avenue NW traffic.  

 Proximity to my residence.  

 

Phase 2: 

 

 The changes have enhanced my pleasure at living so near an open space with 

grass and trees. Encountering neighbours using the space where they can 

socialize and their children can play safely has had an impact on my quality of 

life. 

 Yes 

 It gives the area a community feel. For the first time in the 10 years that I've live 

at this address, I can hear children play! On weekend the circus is filled with 

children and their parent playing soccer or hockey or learning to ride a bike. 

 I have always liked the green space and how pedestrian friendly it felt and feel 

this change enhances what I like about it. 

Concerns/Issues:     

Phase1: 

 In the summer, people buy food at nearby fast food restaurants (A&W, 

MacDonald’s) and come to the park to eat it and have a smoke after. They often 

leave their garbage and cigarette butts behind.  

 I fully support the changes. They will be a win for local residents. 

 The lack of permitted parking on 19 Ave to the west of the intersection is a 

problem. We get out of community people parking and walking or biking into 

downtown. The street needs to be permitted if the changes go through. 

 I have no current concerns. Closing or impeding smooth, effective and efficient 

traffic through the area is a major concern.  
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 The destruction of trees by residents on the North East Park. The heavy use of 

19th Avenue by nonresidents to park on an already crowded street, to then walk 

downtown. This street MUST be for resident parking regardless of how the circus 

use changes. 

Phase 2: 

 There is such a significant drop in the amount of traffic in both directions [north-

south, east-west] that I feel less stress as I come and go, both by foot and in my 

car.  There is also no problem with visibility due to parked cars on 2nd Street. 

 Overall the change is all positive for us 

 I don't have any concerns. I like that this space is now a part and I hope it stays 

this way. 

 This is alleviated most potential/possible safety concerns about faster moving 

vehicles that might cause danger for children playing in the area or other 

pedestrians/cyclists. 

                                                                                                                                   

Future Use Ideas:  

Phase 1: (5 respondents) 

 
Phase 2: (4 respondents) 
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Added questions for Phase 2 only:  

Additional Comments to support choice(s) above: 

 Some garden/flower bed space would be lovely, though I would like to have 

some of it as open green space with trees/benches for casual use or ad hoc 

active space (i.e. kids playing) 

 I would support more activity if it meant there would not be huge crowds.  It 

would be wonderful to have simpler connections for local residents. 

 As there are no playgrounds close to this area it would be ideal if there could be 

a playground for neighborhood children to enjoy 

 

Specific to Balmoral Circus, what is your overall impression of the changes in 
terms of making travel routes safer and more comfortable routes? 
 

 Wonderful!  It has been very easy to adapt to the changes and there is less 
anxiety from traffic volume, speed and noise. 

 Works well for me and I am more comfortable and feel safer with this. 
 
Specific to Balmoral Circus, what is your overall impression of the changes in 
terms of reducing cut through traffic? 
 

 Excellent!  There's been a noticeable reduction in "cut throughs" which have 
been a constant fact of life in this spot. 

 Don't know for sure, as given that I live very nearby, I wouldn't have been 
considered "cut through" but given that I could easily change my driving habits 
back to the bigger roads it seems fine. 

Next Steps:                                                                                                    

The information collected in this two phase process will be assessed in conjunction with 

the responses collected from the North Hill Neighbourhood Streets project which had a 

dedicated tab to mirror phase 2 questions and gain a wider perspective from a larger 

audience in the community. The Balmoral Circus feedback will be utilized in the 

development of concept designs to further the process of creating a dedicated park 

space at this intersection at 2 Avenue and 19 Street N.W. When these designs are 

developed there will be further engagement to inform the final designs in relation to how 

community responds to future use of a park space seeking an appropriate balance 

between creating a quiet space for passive recreation adjacent to homes and creating 

an attractive and meaningful community destination. 


